INTRODUCTION
Vacancies are expected to play the same significant role during diffusion, creep, sintering and other kinetic phenomena in alloys that undertake ordering or clustering as they do in pure metals and dilute alloys. Before such processes can be described in detail for ordered alloys, however, it is necessary to gain some understanding of the equilibrium numbers and distribution of vacancies as a function of the ordered state. In fact, until a satisfactory theory for equilibrium distribution of vacancies in such alloys is formulated, it may not be readily possible to desgin appropriate experiments for determination of the factors that might affect the equilibrium concentration of vacancies.
Stimulated by this need, several models have recently been described for vacancy concentration in long-range ordered alloys.
1 -3 A~ far as the present authors are aware, however, there has been no annouricement of vacancy models for short-range ordered or clustered alloys.
An accurate procedure for accounting for the number of statistical states in three dimensional alloys has yet to be developed', The same difficulties intrude, with perhaps even greater import, in any sophisticated attempt to describe the statistical thermodynamics of vacancies in real binary alloys. Until such difficulties in accounting are surmounted, it will be necessary to employ less rigorous techniques which hopefully will not do too much violence to the physical facts. In th:s more modest vein we shall consider, here, four models which emyJhasize various factors that are indigenous to an understanding of equilibrium concentrations of vacancies in concentrated alloys. The usual but somewhat no.ive -2-nearest-neighbor atom bond-energy assumption will be adopted for all models. In the Smeared-Displacement, Simple-Displacement and Modified Vacancy-Energy Models the energy to produce vacancies will be determined in terms of the energies of the broken bonds. A more detailed and physically more acceptable designation will be made for the energies to produce vacancies in the Vacancy-Energy Model. These models will be compared with each other and their deficiencies and virtues will be discussed.
·In the present paper we shall confine our attention to shortrange ordered (or clustered) alloys. Long-range ordered alloys will be discussed in a companion paper. However, a common terminology will be adopted for both papers, as follows: The alloys will contain A and The bond energies will be taken as zero when the atoms are an infinite distance apart and therefore they have negative values for the stable crystal. The change in energy for the bond reaction 1/2 A-A + 1/2 B-B r ..
where e: has a negative value when the alloy orders and a positive value when it clusters. But inasmuch as ny will always be very small relative to nA + nB' the change in Cowley's degree of order due exclusively to vacancies will also be negligibly small. Thus (4)
II. TERMINOLOGY FOR SHORT-RANGE ORDERED ALLOYS

III. SMEARED-DISPLACEMENT MODEL
This model is essentially the. short-range order analogue of the model proposed by Krivoglaz and Smirnov 2 for vacancies in long-range ordered alloys. It is based on the approximation that only nen.rcst neighbors interact and that the energy to produce a vacancy can be equated to the energy change required to break z bonds and remake z/2 bond$ w~en an atom is displaced from the interior of the crystal and placed on the surface tpus leaving a vacancy on its original site.
Since the number of divacancies will always be small relative to the total number of vacancies, Pvv ~ 0 and Eqs.
(1) and (2) reduce to . .
Because there are five variables in the three Eqs. (5), the analysis can be based on two independent variables. It will prove analytically more convenient, however, to replace~ by its equivalent value given in Eq. (5c) and employ the method of Lagrangian undetermined multipliers to introduce the restrictions of Eqs. (5a.) and (5b).
The configurational bond energy of the alloy is simply (6) 
Since the changes in thermal entropy are small they will be neglected here. The configurational Helmholtz free energy is
which is now expressed in terms of the five variables pAA' pBA' pVA' where a here refers to Cowley's degree of order in the absence of (17) vacancies. Therefore, the equilibrium numbers of vacancies are directly In order to illustrate the method of analysis we propose to derive again the relationship given by Darn and Mitchell for random alloys employing, in this example, a new and simpler approach than they originally used. For this purpose we consider first a regular solution without vacancies. Each term of the binomial expansion
gives the probability that any given site is coordinated with i B atoms and (z -i) A atoms. Therefore, there are {20) lattice sites of the ith kind surrounding which there are i B atoms and (z -i) A atoms. At random on n. of these sites we introduce vacancies gives the Dorn-Mitchell relationship n.
The same technique is readily applied to short-range ordered or clustered alloys. Each term of the expansions Whereas the configurational entropy of mixing n 1 vacancies on these sites, where n. << n 1 ., follows as given above. for regular solutions, n. n. '
Thus the total number of vacancies is given by .. The simils.r:ity of deductions based on these two models is illustrated 
. .
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